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Customer arrives to
gate with heavy
wheelchair/scooter

Gate agent takes
wheelchair from
gate to closest
ramp elevator

Gate agent sends
wheelchair to ramp
level

Ramp agent picks
up wheelchair at
elevator and takes
it planeside

Ramp crew loads
wheelchair onto
plan

Background
• Too many occurrences of personal
wheelchairs not on plane with
customer
• We have a team at AA that focuses
on these metrics and is responsible
for policies related to customer
accessibility
• Manager asked if my team could
help fix the problem

How Big is the Problem?
• Per the Air Travel Consumer Report, US airlines enplaned about 57,000
wheelchairs/scooters in July 2021 and mishandled around 800 (1.4%)
• This translates to about 26 wheelchairs being mishandled daily by US airlines

Seeds of Failure
• At the beginning of the project, the
manager told me they knew exactly
what the problem was and what the
solution needed to be
• Problem: Noncompliance
• Solution: Penalize for
noncompliance

The Project
Progresses…
• I begin to work on documenting the
current process and understanding
where the problems are
• I find out that there is a handoff issue
between the gate agent and baggage
handlers
• I investigated the claim that
noncompliance leads to more lost
wheelchairs. Find out that compliance
doesn’t make a difference

Coming around full
circle
• I presented my findings and made
recommendations to address the
problem
• The manager stood firm that
penalizing for noncompliance was
the path forward

Lessons Learned
• My biggest learning from this experience is to iron out expectations with the manager
before devoting time and energy to the project. The ask was really to validate a solution
whereas I understood the ask to analyze and improve a process
• In hindsight, I should have clarified expectations with the manager at the beginning of the
project and called off the project when I realized that what I was proposing was not in line
with what the manager wanted
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What Leads to Project Failures
in Healthcare Improvement?
Leadership Failures

Project Management Failures

• Lack of leadership support

• Mistakes made by the project
manager/facilitator

• Leaders change their minds or don’t
support the decision

• Failure to foresee obstacles that arose

• Leaders change

• Leaving out key stakeholders

• Priorities change

• Inability for stakeholders to agree on a
vision

Project Failures in Healthcare
– Lack of Leadership Support
& Inability to Agree on a Vision
Goal: Standardize orthopedic surgery procedures across three
hospitals in their market for patients to have the “same experience”
no matter which facility the procedure was performed.
• Nearly impossible, as facilities varied widely in age, equipment, and
even in type of facility (acute care vs. critical access hospitals).
• Assembled hospital leaders and orthopedic surgeons from each facility.
• Stakeholders could not agree on a shared vision:
• Surgeons wanted nice new Operating Rooms to work in.
• Hospital Leaders wanted standardized implants and patient
experience.
• Each party had their own agenda, they had similar goals, but different
reasons for having those goals. Ultimately, after months of work, this
project fell apart and leaders lost interest.

Impact –
Orthopedic
Surgery
Standardization

Wasted time in conducting
gemba observations.

Wasted time in meetings
spent circling the same
objectives with little to no
agreement.

Project Failures in
Healthcare – Lack of
Leadership Support
• Project in NICU focused on reducing infant
formula and breast milk feeding errors (i.e.,
wrong mom’s milk going to the wrong baby).
• Similar names
• Lack of storage
• Lack of comprehensive process for
breast milk storage and distribution
• Very nurse-driven in a busy NICU setting
• Parents also involved
• Designed a new system for breast milk
management that included:
• A milk and formula prep room with
dietetic technicians who managed the
inventory and prepared all feedings
• A software system that interfaced with
the EMR to manage breast milk
inventory and prevent feeding errors

Project Failures in
Healthcare – Lack of
Leadership Support
• The milk and formula prep room and breast
milk management processes were a great
success – No errors for over 5 years.
• The software was never supported by IT in
the beginning as they wanted only
homegrown applications within the EMR, not
outside products that interfaced.
• Project manager moved forward knowing this,
hoping pressure from operations, quality,
nursing, and physician leadership would force
IT to change their minds.
• IT was given the final say, and they rejected
the system, which led to errors down the road
and the ultimate implementation of the
system several years later.

Wasted time with software vendor,
including their time traveling and
conducting demos.

Impact – Breast
Milk Feeding
Error Reduction

Wasted time in contracting, as this
ultimately went to the CFO’s desk before
he called the CIO asking for approval.

More feeding errors in the future.

What Could Have Been Done
Differently?
Orthopedic Surgery
Standardization

Breast Milk Feeding Error
Reduction

• Level set expectations among senior
leaders and orthopedic surgeons at the
onset in chartering and scoping.

• Don’t try to over-power one significant
stakeholder.

• Make sure both sides understand what
potential solutions are on/off the table.

• Get senior leaders with differing opinions in
the same room to come to an agreement
before moving forward.
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Register for upcoming IISE webinars or view
recorded events at:
https://iise.org/Details.aspx?id=643

